This guideline paper provides an up-date on the clinical use of transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS). The clinically relevant technical and physiological principles of TMS are outlined. A detailed description how to examine corticomotor conduction to the hand, leg, trunk and facial muscles is presented.
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a b s t r a c t
Transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) is an established neurophysiological tool to examine the integrity of the fast-conducting corticomotor pathways in a wide range of diseases associated with motor dysfunction. This includes but is not limited to patients with multiple sclerosis, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, stroke, movement disorders, disorders affecting the spinal cord, facial and other cranial nerves. These guidelines cover practical aspects of TMS in a clinical setting. We first discuss the technical and physiological aspects of TMS that are relevant for the diagnostic use of TMS. We then lay out the general principles that apply to a standardized clinical examination of the fast-conducting corticomotor pathways with single-pulse TMS. This is followed by a detailed description of how to examine corticomotor conduction to the hand, leg, trunk and facial muscles in patients. Additional sections cover safety issues, the triple stimulation technique, and neuropediatric aspects of TMS. Abbreviations: ADM, abductor digiti minimi; APB, abductor pollicis brevis; Ca-ML, canaliculomotor latency; CMAP, compound muscle action potentials; CMCT, central muscle conduction time; CML, corticomotor latency; CMT, cortical motor threshold; CSP, cortical silent period; D-wave, direct wave; DML, distal motor latency; ECR, extensor carpi radialis; EMG, electromyography; I-wave, indirect wave; IFCN, international federation of clinical neurophysiology; FCR, flexor carpi radialis; FDI, first dorsal interosseous; LLR, long latency reflex; M1, primary motor cortex; M response, middle latency response; MEP, motor evoked potential; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; MSO, maximal stimulator output; PEST, parameter estimation by sequential testing; PML, peripheral motor latency; SD, standard deviation; TES, transcranial electric stimulation; TMS, transcranial magnetic stimulation; TOCT, transosseal conduction time; TST, triple-stimulation technique.
